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LICENSE PINS

for

ing between '5 and 28 to I. They can take advantage
of slight up-currenh and can remain soaring long after
the utilities have been forced down by lack of wind.

The "B" license can be had after making two flights,
one with a 360 degree turn to the right and the other
to the left, and landing so that the glider comes to
rest within 100 feet of a designated mark without the
use of brakes. A pin with a two gull emblem is pre
sented with a "B", The "C", or soaring license, with
the three.gull insignia, is won by making a flight in
which an altitude greater than that at the starting or
releasing point is maintained for at least five minutes.

The highest license-the coveted "Silver C"-rep.
resented by a "C" emblem, surrounded by a silver
olive wreath, has as its requirements duration of five
hours. altitude of 3,280 feet, and distance of 31 miles.
It is now held by several hundred pilots in the world,
only eight of whom are Americans.

The three types of gliders used are known as the
primary, the utility, and the sailplane. The primary
glider is the open type, its narrow framework fuselage
constructed with no attempt at streamlining. It is built
either of steel tubing or wood with wood wings covered
with fabric and supported by wires, and is equipped
with a wooden skid or runner on which to land. These
gliders have a gliding angle of between 8 and 14 to I.

The utility gUder is a more refined craft and is so
called because it can be utilized for training as well as
soaring. For that reason it has, in this country at least.
practically replaced the primary glider for +raining pur
poses. It has a covered fuselage, wings braced by
streamline struts, and, in addition to the skid, it has a
single wheel landing gear equipped with a brake. The
aspect ratio of its wings is under 10 to I. This type,
due to ih comparatively low cost and practicability, is
very popular and is most used at the annual contests.

The high performance type of glider, known as the
sailplane, is designed for soaring. 1+ is a highly refined
craft, having long, tapered wings of high aspect ratio

nd is beautifully streamlined. Construction is usually
almost entirely of wood, the fuselage anc! part of the
wings being covered with plywood. These ships have
extremely low sinking speeds, with gliding angles rang- Primar,

2. TECHNICAl DEVELOPMENT

The development of the glider and the sailplane has
increased our knowledge of materials and structures
and has influenced the design of commercial aircroft.
In Germany two very efficient airplanes have resulted
from knowledge gained in glider building. The design
of the plane, built to fly as efficiently os possible with
out power, is pointing the way to the practical, low
powered airplane for private use. The landing attitude
of the glider, with the wings at a slightly negative
angle, where they are at a position of minimum lift, and
the landing gear, so designed that the craft cannot
nose over on landing, with the resulting advantages in
safety and ease of handling, are also features that
would greatly improve the small, low-powered airplane
and make for greater safety and more widespread use
of the airplane for both business and pleasure.

Efficient airfoils, monospar wing construction, and
plywood covering, in which the wood skin carries the
actual stresses of the structure, are some of the numer·
ous technical improvements that have come to us from
glider experience.

There are many experiments that can be made with
gliders that will result in greater refinement of com
mercial aircraft. At the low speed a glider flies, the
pilot can make note of many things which could not be
discovered in a power plane traveling at high speed.
An aeronautical engineer equipped with measuring in
struments could determine in a glider flight under
actual conditions, facts that are being approximated at
present by models in wind tunnels creating a constant
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